Over many years, fear extinction has been conceptualized as one dominant process, new inhibitory learning, which serves to dampen previously acquired fear. Here we present an alternative view, that brain region-specific processing of representations, expectations and emotional attributes of the fear-provoking event, recruits unique mechanisms that interdependently contribute to the conditioning and extinction of fear. The co-occurrence of these mechanisms within the fear circuit can thus be tracked and differentiated at a molecular and cellular level. Among others, the transcriptional regulators cFos, cAMP-dependent response element binding protein (CREB), Zif268, and extracellular signal-regulated kinases (Erk) stand out as hippocampal nuclear markers signaling novelty, arousal, retrieval, and prediction error, respectively. Consistent with evidence from human studies, these findings indicate that, beyond inhibitory learning, fear extinction requires modification of the emotional attributes and expectations that define the threatening context. Given the likely dysregulation of one or more of these processes The present article aims to summarize recent molecular evidence on fear extinction, focusing on hippocampal mechanisms and experimental models of contextual fear, and compare the results with other relevant fear paradigms and human imaging studies. Instead of conceptualizing extinction learning as one process, such as CS-noUS association or inhibitory learning 719,26,967, we propose that VOLUME 21, NO.
CONDITIONING AND EXTINCTION OF CONTEXTUAL FEAR
Contextual stimuli play an important modulatory ("occasion setting") role in fear to explicit cues /18/ but also directly associate with stressful events /84/. As one of the most robust and rapid forms of associative learning, contextual fear conditioning has been extensively used in molecular studies of memory /1,134,1427. Extinction of contextual fear however, has only been recently studied. Advances in this area are important because contextual fear might best reflect the aversive expectation about potential dangers that characterizes anxiety. This view is based on observations that anxious patients are overly sensitive to threatening contexts, and that anxiety is neither triggered nor suppressed by explicit cues /7,49/. Accordingly, among multiple responses elicited by fear, context-specific freezing has been proposed as one of the main risks factors for the development of anxiety /23/. Whereas the relationship of contextual fear conditioning to individual disorders is yet to be systematically defined its contribution to spatial phobias and posttraumatic stress disorder is considerable.
ANIMAL MODELS
In animal models, contextual fear memories are acquired after pairing a specific environment with an electric shock serving as an aversive reinforcer (US). These memories are behavioral ly expressed as freezing /16/ if the exposure to the context is inescapable as in contextual fear conditioning, or as avoidance if animals have the option to remain in a safe compartment as in passive avoidance paradigms /17/. The duration of freezing and latency to step-through or step-down from a safe to a shockassociated compartment are used as measures of learned fear. Passive avoidance and contextual fear conditioning have much in common, because both paradigms involve conditioning to the environmental context, exposure to a brief, mild shock, and induction of fear-motivated behavior (Fig. 1) .
However, the training and extinction protocols have important differences. In contextual fear conditioning, animals are exposed for a period of time to a distinctive context, sufficient to form a representation of that context, and then presented with a brief, mild footshock. Extinction trials consist of re-exposure to the shock-paired context, leading to memory retrieval, induction of a central fear state, and freezing behavior. In contrast, passive avoidance is conducted in a two-compartment box, and initial exposure is to the non-preferred compartment or elevated platform. Rodents typically run to the preferred compartment or stepdown where they immediately receive a footshock and are removed from the apparatus. Extinction consists of re-exposure to the safe area of the compartment, and the latency to move into the shock-paired area is measured. Here, the very short contextual exposure during training and ability to avoid the shock-paired context are critical differences from contextual fear conditioning.
Reinforcement during conditioning
The rate of fear extinction depends on the protocol used to condition fear /60/. Indeed, several different reinforcement schedules can be used to induce fear learning. A single trial of a context-shock pairing is most common, in which the length of time in the context is sufficient to form and store a contextual representation. Other raining schedules include continuous reinforcement, consisting of multiple pairings of a given context with shock, or partial reinforcement, consisting of randomly paired and unpaired shock presentations (Fig. 2) . In addition, fear can be acquired through second-order conditioning by pairing novel stimuli with the previously conditioned instead of an unconditioned stimulus.
Typically, one presentation of shock after adequate contextual exposure is sufficient for the generation of robust and lasting freezing and avoidance behavior. Multiple or spaced trials are rarely employed for these paradigms, but the few studies performed so far indicate that their molecular requirements for fear conditioning are different /70,124/. This omission leaves a significant gap for future research, because variations in US number, intensity, and contingency with CS, despite producing similar levels of avoidance or freezing, cause marked differences in the extinction rate of these behaviors /6,60/. More importantly, depending on the conditioning procedure, fear can be acquired by different processes that cause susceptibility or resistance to extinction. For example, whereas first-order conditioning requires a CS-US association, second-order conditioning does not In fear conditioning, exposure to the context is tightly controlled by the experimenter and optimized for the formation of contextual representation /1527. During extinction, the context is inescapable and the animals thus experience intense fear. The trials involve exposures of similar or longer duration when compared to training. It is believed, based on the generally anticipated amnestic effects of anisomycin, that short trials trigger memory reconsolidation whereas long trials trigger extinction 71077. In our view, this differentiation is not substantiated, unless additional evidence is provided for reconsolidation versus extinction, because although short nonreinforced trials are not sufficient to trigger vvithin-session extinction they do result in a stable reduction of fear after several repetitions. Therefore, most known molecular mechanisms of contextual fear extinction are based on short repetitive exposures, as discussed below. Long trials, on the other hand, cause rapid but transient within-session effects 7827. These behavioral findings alternatively suggest that the extinction seen after short and long trials recruits different learning processes and molecular mechanisms.
Based on these paradigmatic differences and related molecular findings (discussed below), we will argue that hippocampal mechanisms of extinction of passive avoidance leads to the formation of new contextual representations embedded in a competing, but not necessarily inhibitory, memory. Extinction mechanisms of conditioned fear, on the other hand, predominantly involve modifications of shock expectancy and a decrease of the affective contextual attributes.
HIPPOCAMPAL PROCESSES IN FEAR EXTINCTION
Whereas the amygdala is a major mediator of conditioned fear responses in general, the hippocampus is selectively involved in contextual and trace fear conditioning. Contextual fear conditioning involves hippocampal encoding of contextual representations that are subsequently associated with the US 789,1567. Here, contextual stimuli can be the main CS, or a background modulator of a discrete cue. Trace conditioning, which occurs when the CS and US are separated in time, requires hippocampal activity to bridge the temporal gap between these stimuli 7907. Delay paradigms, in which a salient cue co-terminates with or is immediately followed by a US, are hippocampus-independent 7131,65,1087.
Hippocampal lesions produce severe deficits in habituation and extinction processes in a number of paradigms 737, 75, 36, 66, 128, 71, 117 . Yet, because the hippocampus is neither involved in conditioned inhibition 71367 nor direct control of fear-motivated behavior, this area was overlooked in fear extinction research until recently. Currently, both animal 7148,126,417 and human studies 794,5,747 show hippocampal involvement in fear extinction when the main CS is a threatening environmental context. Most theories of hippocampal function, with the exception of the cognitive mapping theory 71027, take into account its significance in processing affective states. Hirsh's contextual retrieval theory 7567 posits that information transfer from storage to performance is prompted by motivational cues resulting in anticipation of stimuli. According to Cormier's match-mismatch theory 7307 and consistent with later comparator views of hippocampal function 7135,127,50,487, this brain area performs continual analysis of the relationship of cues to reinforcement and thus, when reinforcement is omitted, contributes to habituation and extinction. This is supported by evidence for significant functional interactions between the hippocampus and amygdala 759,1327. In addition, the hippocampus processes almost all modalities of sensory input 71497, and surprising events such as novelty and prediction errors 758, 109,113,737. Finally, emotional and motivational states strongly alter hippocampal activity associated with specific VOLUME 21, NO. 1, 2010 contexts and goals 797,637. Together, these theoretical and experimental analyses indicate that the hippocampus contributes to fear extinction by processing the sensory/ discriminative, motivational/ affective, and unexpected properties of contextual stimuli.
MOLECULAR MECHANISMS

Extinction of passive avoidance
Much initial data on hippocampal mechanisms of extinction came from studies utilizing the passive avoidance paradigm. In this protocol, many of the mechanisms required for consolidation are replicated during extinction. Like conditioning, extinction of passive avoidance is disrupted by anisomycin /148,110/ and dependent on protein kinase A, ERK, NMDA receptors, CaMKII /143/ and p38 MAPK /120/. These data supported the concept of extinction as new learning, resulting in a memory that competes for retrieval with the original fear-provoking memory /21/. However, these studies have not revealed mechanisms for an extinction-specific, inhibitory association, .consistent with the lack of earlier behavioral evidence for associative inhibition /72,116,80/.
Extinction of contextual freezing
In contrast to passive avoidance, hippocampal mechanisms of contextual fear extinction exhibit many differences when compared to fear conditioning, independently of whether exposures involve short or long trials. These differences are notable at multiple levels and encompass general biochemical and metabolic processes as well as signaling within individual neurotransmitter and transduction pathways.
General biochemical processes.
The use of anisomycin, cycloheximide, or other drugs that block protein synthesis [but also exhibit many other cellular effects on signal transduction and neurotransmitter release /46,112/ is known to produce strong and lasting amnesia in many learning paradigms. Consistent with the view that protein synthesis is a biochemical process required for learning, these compounds impair fear conditioning, when injected systemically or locally, before or immediately after training /140, 125/. Unexpectedly, extinction of contextual fear progresses when protein synthesis is blocked throughout the brain /76/ or within the hippocampus /41,77,86/. These initial data suggested that molecular mechanisms of extinction would fundamentally differ from those governing contextual fear conditioning.
It should be noted that some general processes, such as dependence on cytoskeletal rearrangement /41/, glutamate receptors /153/, and histone acetylation /78,22/ appear to be common. Given the primary role of histone acetylation in gene expression and protein synthesis, the evidence for a role of histone acetylation but not protein synthesis is puzzling. Among other possibilities, the expression of regulatory, non-protein coding RNAs 1921, rather than production of new proteins, may be the predominant consequence of gene expression in fear extinction. The activation of the hypothalamo-pituitary-adrenal axis has been strongly associated with general metabolic changes and other effects of stress hormones (corticotropinreleasing factor, corticosterone) contributing to fear-motivated behavior /28A Somewhat surprisingly, elevated levels of stress hormones enhance fear conditioning /122,118/, and also enhance fear extinction /155,2,47/ (but see opposite effects for passive avoidance /144/). Notably, low doses of stress hormones also seem to have beneficial effects in patients with PTSD, arachnophobia, and social phobia /3,137/. The extinction-enhancing effect of corticosterone has been attributed to impaired memory retrieval 121, however this contradicts the view that retrieval is required for extinction (see below) and needs to be further clarified.
Hippocampal mechanisms exhibiting opposite activity patterns and roles after fear
conditioning and extinction A number of molecules exhibiting a key role in fear conditioning emerge as irrelevant or inhibitory to fear extinction. cFos, an immediate early gene product and potent transcriptional regulator, is strongly activated by environmental stimuli and exhibits a highly conserved time course independently of stimulus duration. Hippocampal cFos is triggered by novel contexts /l 11,59,88/ but rapidly habituates thereafter /105,95,151/. On this basis, the role of cFos in fear conditioning is most likely to promote the formation of contextual representations that are the integral part of a fear conditioning memory. Absence of cFos after short extinction trials therefore suggests that formation of a new contextual representation does not take place during extinction. Interestingly, extending the exposure to 1 hr increases cFos levels (Fig. 4) contextual fear extinction, as revealed by persistent freezing behavior to shock-paired context in the CPEB knockout mouse /13/. Although this mouse shows baseline changes in the expression of several hippocampal genes, the direct hippocampal role in this phenotype remains to be demonstrated.
Another interesting question is whether the extinction effects of CPEB are due to its RNAregulatory or prion-like actions /133/. More subtle signaling differences, such as activation of ERK at different subcellular locations, occur between conditioning and extinction. After conditioning, pERK is predominantly localized to fibers, whereas during non-reinforced trials nuclear activation of ERK is required for extinction to progress /39, 1467. A differential role and pattern of ERK signaling in extinction compared to conditioning has also been suggested from transgenic mice with overexpression of Rap2. In these mice, both fear and pERK levels after conditioning are normal. In contrast, extinction and pERK induced by nonreinforced sessions are impaired /121/. Importantly, sustained nuclear activation of ERK linked to extinction was specifically observed after detection of prediction error, when expectations of shock were violated by lack of shock delivery, but not by novelty, retrieval, habituation or reinforcement /60/. These findings demonstrate that habituation (as revealed by a downregulation of cFos and pCREB) of CA1 neurons mediating fear conditioning may contribute to, but is not sufficient for extinction of fear. Activation of a separate, pErk-positive cell subset by prediction errors plays a critical, extinction-specific key role in the reduction of fear.
Hippocampal mechanisms specific for memory retrieval
The most clearly defined process differentially required for extinction and consolidation is retrieval. Several extinction mechanisms initiated during nonreinforced contextual exposures have been attributed to retrieval processes. Ouyang and Thomas /103/ demonstrated that adrenergic signaling mediates contextual memory retrieval, and that this is critical for extinction. Similarly, hippocampal PI3K is required for both retrieval and extinction /27/. This molecular evidence has been supported by electrical stimulation studies showing that the hippocampus also modulates the recall of fear extinction /38/.
The transcription factor Zif268 is activated in hippocampal CA1 neurons during contextual memory retrieval /51/. Although the cellular relationship of conditioning and retrieval has not been studied in the hippocampus, evidence from the amygdala indicates that neurons mediating fear conditioning (cFos-positive) are also involved, at least in part, in the retrieval of the same memory (Zif268-positive) /115/. Extinction, on the other hand, seems to be mediated by different cell populations both in the hippocampus /1467 and amygdala 7557. Possibly, retrieval transiently destabilizes the conditioning memory 7797, allowing extinction processes to take place. Alternatively, given the susceptibility of active memories to modulation, retrieval may initiate processes that modify the expectancy and affective attributes of the context, thus enabling extinction. Clearly our understanding of the relationship between memory retrieval and fear extinction needs to be further advanced.
4.2.5. Summary. The extinction of contextual fear requires an entirely different pattern of molecular and cellular responses when compared to conditioning (Fig. 5) . These identified molecular mechanisms likely represent multiple processes engaged by extinction including retrieval, detection of prediction error, and mechanisms to alter contextual valence and arousing attributes.
A MULTITUDE OF LEARNING PROCESSES CONTRIBUTING TO FEAR EXTINCTION
The presented findings indicate that the model of CS-US and CS-noUS associations referring to the learning processes underlying conditioning and extinction of fear, respectively, may neither be sufficiently specific nor accurate. In addition to the animal studies presented above, evidence from human studies also supports this view. Emotion theorists have long acknowledged that fear conditioning does not entail "a" CS-US association but instead a multitude of different associations formed between the CS and the sensory/ discriminative properties of the US, the CS and the affective/motivational properties of the US, the CS and different conditioned responses 7427, the US and affective/hedonic states 7447, and more (reviewed in detail by 7327). Depending on the conditioning protocol, the CS may be endowed with the emotional attributes of the US, such as negative valence or arousing properties, or linked to specific expectations that a CS will be followed by a US 7547. Based on a large body of human imaging studies, it appears that the specific components of these learning processes are mostly regionalized whereas the associative aspects are likely to reflect a network property. Specifically, the amygdala and orbitofrontal cortex encode the arousing attributes and valence of a reinforcing stimulus 78,64,817; the prefrontal-hippocampal network is involved in formation and modification of expectancy 7141,737 and responses to surprising events such as novelty 7109, 1547 and prediction errors; and the entire orbitofrontalamygdalarhippocampal circuit is active during contextual conditioning and extinction 769, 947. Because of the general concordance between animal and human neurocorrelates of fear extinction 762, 57, electrophysiological and molecular analyses with experimental animals have the potential to significantly expand our detailed knowledge at a mechanistic and microcircuit level. For example, the better resolution of electrophysiological approaches allows detection of different amygdalar populations representing positive and negative valence 7127, whereas imaging studies only show responses to arousal but not valence 7647. VOLUMF2I .NO. 1, 2010 Similarly, molecular analyses identify segregated hippocampal populations responding to novelty and prediction errors /1467, two processes that in imaging studies activate the hippocampus indistinguishably /109/.
SIGNIFICANCE
Studies of contextual fear conditioning and extinction have begun to unravel novel hippocampal mechanisms with significant pathophysiological implications for anxiety disorders. Although many of the learning processes discussed may take place after a single training trial, it has been known for a long time that, both from animal studies and patients suffering from anxiety disorders, conditioned responses, expectancies of aversivc outcomes, and fear itself, extinguish independently from one another and at different rates. For example, somatic fear responses can show reduction even when expectations of aversive outcomes persist 1611. Accordingly, anxious patients also differentially extinguish fear-motivated conditioned behaviors, somatic responses (heart rate, skin conductance), threat expectancies (human) and fear affect /31/. Possibly, hippocampal abnormalities observed in patients with PTSD 7457 contribute to the persistence of selected aspects of fear. Identifying and activating those extinction mechanisms that specifically oppose the process governing fear in individual patients will enhance the success of developing therapeutic approaches for anxiety disorders.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Neuroanatomical and electrophysiological approaches in animals have advanced the understanding on how representations of stimuli, value, response, outcome and prediction error contribute to appetitive learning (reviewed by 7129, 577). A'.though the main brain circuit involved in fear conditioning is known 787,1387, how other memory components are regionally processed remains unclear. The detection of prediction errors occurring when expected aversive events are omitted has been found in the periaquaeductal gray matter 7917 and hippocampus 7607. This type of expectation violation emerges as an important and specific determinant of fear extinction when compared to conditioning. Alterations of valence and arousal are also critical factors mediated by the amygdala 7127, and orbitofrontal cortex 7817. These findings open broad opportunities for future research aiming to dissect the molecular substrates of individual process underlying conditioning and extinction of fear. While facing the difficulty of directly quantifying expectancies in animals, the use of continuous reinforcement schedules is very likely to foster this type of learning and associated molecular changes. The use of partial reinforcement, on the other hand, may be useful to preferentially study the role of affective states in fear regulation. The identification of molecular correlates of emotional valence and arousal will clarify whether contextual representations gain stable aversive attributes endowed in a single fear memory, or if emotional attributes are reevaluated on a trial-by trial basis. In addition to contextual fear extinction, the hippocampus serves as an important mediator of context-specific regulation of aversively 7297 and appetitively motivated behaviors 7437 in response to corresponding cues. It remains to be determined whether the molecular pathways described above also contribute to extinction in these situations.
Identifying a common mechanism would significantly advance treatment options for simultaneous extinction of contextual and other unwanted, context-specific, behaviors motivated by fear or reward. The relationship between memory retrieval and fear extinction remains to be further clarified as does the contribution of emotional factors caused by general arousal, anticipatory anxiety. Whether different memories compete for retrieval or if one contextual representation is retrieved and the decision made based on appraisal and US expectancy is still unclear. These important questions will be answered once the brain region-specific molecular correlates of the aforementioned processes have been elucidated. Ultimately, the determination of the molecular identity of hippocampal and other regional processes governing fear extinction would stimulate the development of specialized molecular approaches toward fear relief based on distinctive abnormalities in individual patients with anxiety disorders.
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